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1 INTRODUCTION 
Ever since the widely cited article by Barro (1974) there has been a  lively debate 
about the real effects of government methods of financing its deficits. Proponents 
of the  Ricardian  equivalence  hypothesis  claim  that  the  choice  between  current 
taxation and debt has no real effect on the consumption plans of individual agents. 
In this  view,  issuance  of new  government debt  is  regarded  by economic  agents 
purely as  a  means by delaying taxation. 
The  equivalence  of debt  and  taxation  is  predicated  on  a  number  of assump- 
tions  identified  initially  by Barro  (1974)  and  further  discussed  in  the  survey  ar- 
ticles  by Bernheim  (1987)  and Leiderman  and Blejer  (1988).  The  main  assump- 
tions needed for Ricardian equivalence are that (t)  economic agents have infinite 
planning  horizons,'  (2)  there  are  no  capital  market  imperfections,  (3)  all  taxes 
are  non-distortionary,  and  (4)  agents  correctly  anticipate  future  income  streams 
and tax liabilities.  Numerous extensions  have since elaborated the model to show 
which  assumptions  are crucial for the  neutrality  hypothesis.  Bernheim  and  Bag- 
well  (1988)  showed  that  distortionary  taxes  can  easily  be  incorporated  by  the 
dynastic  family  and  hence  the  neutrality  of government  finance  still  holds.  The 
most  obvious  candidate  for unraveling  the  neutrality  hypothesis  would  seem  to 
be  the  consumer  himself.  Is  he  really  the  ideal  family man  who  can  neutralize 
any government financing action imaginable  through  some internal  market of fi- 
nancial  family ties?  Or is  he  your ordinary  citizen  who has  his  ordinary habits, 
faces binding  credit  constraints  and  has  a  finite  lifetime?  Surely  this  is  an  easy 
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question  for anyone familiar  with  the  'real  world.'  But  economists  are  always 
present to  stress  that  there  is  more to  the  real  world than  meets  the  eye. And 
deep down they are right. There is no such thing as the real world. Economists 
have to create their own picture of reality in order to grapple with the intricacies 
of economic life. Abstraction is necessary and in the process of abstracting from 
the  so-called  'real world'  one has  to make assumptions  which  are by definition 
not true or realistic. In trying to disentangle the puzzle of fiscal neutrality it re- 
mains  essential to focus on the most crucial assumptions  as we  see them and to 
use the appropriate methods for testing hypotheses. Furthermore, consumption re- 
search abounds with other puzzles which seemed to have been solved in the good 
old days of Keynesian consumption functions. Following the  'disturbing'  contri- 
bution by Hall, Deaton, Hendry, and Muellbauer, however, there appear to be only 
a  few  certainties  in  consumption research  (see  for an  overview, Deaton,  1992, 
and Muellbaner and Lattimore,  1995). Testing seems to be the only way out. 
The empirical literature attempting to test for Ricardian equivalence has been 
almost exclusively based on aggregate time-series evidence (see Bernheim, 1987). 
Typically, consumption functions are estimated which include the current govern- 
ment deficit as an explanatory variable (see, for example, Feldstein, 1982). If this 
variable has a coefficient that is not significantly different from zero, then Ricar- 
dian equivalence is  said to hold. However, as Flavin (1987) points  out,  a  major 
shortcoming of the traditional approach is that there is no explicit connection be- 
tween the estimated equations on the one hand and the theoretical models used to 
illustrate  Ricardian  equivalence on  the  other hand.  She  argues  that  the  natural 
approach to test for the existence of Ricardian equivalence is  the  dynamic opti- 
mising  framework championed  by  Hall  (1978)  and  Sargent  (1981,  1987)  inter 
alia  (Flavin,  1987,  p.  305),  By  adopting this  approach,  a  close correspondence 
between the theoretical parameters and their empirical counterparts is made pos- 
sible.  Contributions  in  this  vein  are  rather  scarce  but  they  include  Aschauer 
(1985), Leiderman and Razin  (1988)  and Evans  (1988). 
In this paper we adopt the intertemporal optimisation approach to test for the 
existence of Ricardian equivalence in  the  Dutch  economy, using  quarterly data 
from  1969 onward. The major advantages  of the  approach adopted here are the 
following. First, the approach enforces a close link between the theoretical model 
and  the  empirical  specification.  Second, the  framework is  ideally  suited  to  test 
for a  number of necessary conditions for Ricardian equivalence, namely infinite 
planning  horizons  and  the  absence  of liquidity  constraints.  The  popular  Euler- 
equation approach fails once one allows for credit constraints. The methodology 
presented here takes  account of this  'nasty'  part  of reality. Third,  the  model is 
made flexible enough to explicitly incorporate habit formation and durability of 
consumption. The latter is especially relevant for The Netherlands which appears 
to be a difficult 'nut to crack' when it comes down to consumer behavior. Simple 
representative agent models of consumer behavior do not seem to fit the descrip- 
tion of the Dutch consumer (see, e.g., Winder and Palm,  1989). Our hunch is that A TRUE RICARDIAN  593 
by paying closer attention to the demographic structure 2 and habits in consumer 
behavior we may end up  shedding light on questions that cannot be answered by 
means  of simple reduced form regressions. 
The paper is organised as follows. In section 2, the empirical model is derived 
from  a  formal theoretical framework.  The  structural equations  are  explicitly de- 
rived  from  the  formal  optimisation  problem  faced  by  individual  agents.  The 
simple demographic structure of the Blanchard (1985)  model allows for exact ag- 
gregation over all the  individuals that are currently alive. The  assumption of ra- 
tional expectations leads to testable cross-equation restrictions. In section 3,  data 
issues  are  discussed in  some  detail, whereby  special emphasis  is  placed on  the 
nature of the  stochastic income process. As will become apparent in this  section, 
the hypothesis that the disposable income process exhibits a  stochastic trend can- 
not be rejected and modeling income in this manner seems to yield a  satisfactory 
description for The  Netherlands.  In  section  4,  the  systems  estimates  of the  pa- 
rameters  are presented  under  the  stochastic-trend specification of the  disposable 
income process. Furthermore, tests for several necessary conditions for Ricardian 
equivalence are presented. Finally, in  section 5,  the empirical evidence is evalu- 
ated and  some  suggestions for further research are presented. 
2 THE EMPIRICAL MODEL 
The empirical model used in this paper is an empirical adaptation and extension 
of Blanchard's  (1985)  model. 3 The economy consists of overlapping generations 
which face a  constant probability of survival, denoted by/_t. This implies that the 
expected life for any agent is equal to ~/(1 -/x) 2. Hence the model incorporates the 
planning horizon of the agents explicitly as a  parameter. Denoting the  subjective 
rate of time preference by p, the expected lifetime utility as of period t is given by: 
~a (]-Lp)rU(ct+.r), where  0<  ~p<  1,  (1) 
"r=O 
where  c t  is  consumption  (broadly  defined)  that  yields  utility  in  period  t,  and 
U(.)  is a  concave utility function. The restriction on/xp ensures  that discounting 
of the future  takes place. 
2  The importance of the demography of consumers for the issue of Ricardian equivalence is stressed 
in Van Dalen (1992). 
3  Evans (1988) formulates a simple empirical version of Blanchard's (1985) model without habit 
formation and durability. He uses the model to test for Ricardian equivalence in the postwar U.S. 
economy and finds that it cannot be rejected. The Blanchard model was also used by Leiderman and 
Razin (1988) in order to test for the existence of Ricardian equivalence in the Israeli economy. Romer 
(1988) has used the Blanchard model in a simulation study of the welfare costs of large government 
deficits. Frenkel and Razin (1986,  1987) use the Blanchard model to  analyse the effects of fiscal 
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To keep  track  of all  the  variables  and  parameters  that  we  will  use  we  have 
summarized  them below: 
a  =  age of the  consumer 
b t  =  the  stock of one-period debt  incurred  by the  agent at time  t 
c t  =  (uncommitted)  consumption yielding utility  at  time  t 
D  =number  of lags of x t 
h,  = human wealth  at time  t 
L  = lag operator 
M  = number of lags  of qt 
qt  =  the total  stock of consumption goods at time  t 
q7  = the  stock of consumer goods which  satisfy the consumer habits  at  time  t 
R  = gross risk-free  expected  real  interest  rate 
r w  = the world net real rate  of interest 
s t  =  stock of habits  at time  t 
Yt  = exogenous disposable  (non-interest)  income  at time  t 
x t  = consumption at time  t  as measured by the national  income accounts 
Xe. t = aggregate  per  capita  consumption  spending  in  period  t  in  the  presence  of 
liquidity constraints  (i =  c)  or no constraints  (i =  u) 
a  = utility parameter 
/3  = memory coefficient in habit formation 
7r  = fraction of liquidity  unconstrained  individuals 
= the habit formation coefficient (0 --< ~b ~  1) 
/x  = probability  of survival 
~i  = cyclical parameters  describing  the  income process 
~/t  = innovation to disposable  income 
p  =  subjective  rate  of time  preference 
th  = depreciation  rate  of the  stock of consumption goods 
As was  suggested by Eichenbaum  et  al.  (1988),  flow consumption in the present 
may continue to yield utility in the future. This implies that the consumption var- 
iable  appearing  in the  utility  function  (c,)  is  not simply equal  to flow consump- 
tion  which is  measured  in the  national  income  accounts  (denoted by xt). A  gen- 
eral  relationship  between  ct and x, would take  the  following form: 
c, =  qb(L)x,,  (2) 
where  q~(L)  is  some polynomial  in the  lag operator L  (where  LJxt ~  xt_j).  There 
are several theoretical reasons why (2) should be used. First, since total  consump- 
tion is  modeled here,  the inclusion  of durable  goods implies  services  (and hence 
utility)  lasting  more than  one  period.  Second,  the  inclusion  of past consumption 
flows may be rationalised  by referring  to habits  (e.g.,  Spinnewyn,  1981). 
There  are  thus  several  ways  in  which  the  persistence  effect  of consumption 
(and  the  resulting  ~(L)  polynomial)  can  be  modeled.  Leiderman  and  Razin A TRUE RICARDIAN  595 
(1988),  for example,  emphasize  the  durability  issue  and  assume a  simple  stock/ 
flow framework,  where  the stock  of consumption  goods is  assumed  to depreciate 
at a  constant rate  ~b, i.e.,  c t =  (1 -  c~)ct_ 1 + x t.  From this  they obtain the infinite 
order polynomial  qb(L) -----  ~=o(1  -  ~b)% T. 
A  second,  more  subtle,  way in which  persistence  can  be modeled  is  by refer- 
ring to habit formation, possibly combined with durability of consumption  goods. 
The  framework  of Spinnewyn  (1981)  and  Pollak  (1970)  can  be  adapted  to  the 
present context in the following fashion. Utility depends on the uncommitted  stock 
of consumer  goods,  c t --- qt -  qt,  where  qt  is  the  total  stock  and  q~  is  the  com- 
mitted stock (i.e.  the  stock of consumer goods which  satisfy the consumer habits 
or addictions).  Commodity purchases  (x,)  originate  from two  sources:  new  addi- 
tions to the  stock (Aqt)  and replacement of the depreciated  stock (~bq,_ 1), so that 
x,=--Aqt +  ~bq~_ 1 =  [1 -(1  -~b)L]qt  The committed  stock  depends  positively  on 
the  stock of habits  (s,),  i.e.,  q7 =  ~s,.  The stock of habits itself evolves according 
to  a  weighted  average  of the  past actual  stock  (qt)  and  the  past  stock  of habits 
(st_l),  i.e.,  s,=/3qt-a  q- (l  --  ~3)St_l,  or  [1  -- (1 --/3)L]s t =/3Lq,.  Combining 
these  elements  yields  the  following  specification  of c,: 
\  D(L)M(L)  ]  t 
• =o  \  /3-,~ 
(3) 
where D(L) =--- 1 -  (1 -  ~b)L, M(L) -- 1 -  (1 -/3)L,  ~  is  the habit  formation coef- 
ficient  (0--< qJ--< 1),  /3  is  the  memory coefficient  (0--</3-----1),  and  ~b is  again  the 
depreciation  rate  of consumption  goods  (0---~b-  <  1). The resulting  qb(L)  polyno- 
mial allows  for a  more complicated pattern  of persistence  as  a  result  of combin- 
ing habits and durability. The attractive feature of this  specification is that it nests 
the  one  used  by  Leiderman  and  Razin  (1988)  as  a  special  case  (qJ= 0  or 
/3 =  0,  and  ~b >  0).  The  unattractive  feature  of this  specification  is  the  fact  that 
persistence  is  of infinite  duration. 
The  way  in  which  persistence  is  modeled  in  this  paper  retains  the  insights 
from  the  modified  Spinnewyn-Pallak  model  (underlying  (3)),  but  modifies  that 
model  in  that  the  effects  of past  consumption  flows  are  assumed  to  die  out  at 
some finite time. Specifically, it is assumed that the stock of habits depends  on M 
lagged values of qt-1,  and the stock of consumption goods depends  on D  lagged 
values  of xt: 
M  D 
st ~  m(L)qt-1  =  ~  ni Liqt_l  ,  qt ~  d(L)xt =  ~  di  Lix, ,  (4) 
i=O  i=O 
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ion  in  the  empirical application  of the  model  (see  equation  (17)  below).  Under 
these  assumptions  ~(L) is defined as follows: 
qb(L) =-- ~  ~biLi=  1 -  t~L~ m,L  ~  di  Li  ,  (5) 
i=0  i=0  i=0 
where the order of the  qb(L)  polynomial is P  = D + M +  1 (rather than infinite as 
in  (3)). 
The agent faces the  following budget constraint: 
x, +  (R/ix)b,_ 1 = Yt + b,,  (6) 
where b t denotes  the  stock of one-period debt incurred by the  agent in period t, 
Yt is exogenous disposable  (non-interest)  income  (to be defined below), and R  is 
the gross risk-free expected real interest rate. This is assumed to be equal to the 
gross world rate,  i.e.  R =  (1 +  r TM) >  1 where  r w is the world net real rate of in- 
terest.  The  agent receives  disposable  income Yt and  borrows  b,.  Expenditure  is 
on  new  consumption  goods  x,  and  redemption  of  the  previous  period's  debt 
(R/IX)b,_ 1.  The  appearance  of the  survival probability (IX) in  the  budget restric- 
tion is a  feature of the  Blanchard  (1985)  model. If IX <  1 then there  is a  risk of 
default by the borrower. Risk-neutral banks are indifferent between a certain pay- 
ment  of $R  per  $,  and  an  expected yield  of IX.$(R/IX) +  (1 -  IX).$0.  Hence,  the 
risk-adjusted gross interest rate faced by individual borrowers is R/ix. 
Individual agents choose time paths for xt+  ~, bt+ T, and c,+~ (~- =  0, 1, 2 .... ), in 
order to  maximise  (1)  subject to  (2),  (5),  and  (6),  and  given the  expected time 
path  of exogenous  disposable  income,  a  solvency  condition,  and  the  predeter- 
mined variables bt_ 1 and  c,_a.  In order to obtain a  closed form solution  to this 
maximisation program, it is necessary to formulate the specific form of the utility 
function. Given the linear constraints, the appropriate utility function is quadratic 
(see Sargent,  1987,  p. 22): 
1 
__  _  C 2  U(ct)  =  °Lct  2  '  "  (7) 
It is assumed that the optimal stock of consumption goods is never high enough 
to render marginal utility  negative,  i.e.,  ct <  a  for all t. 
Under  the  assumption  of constant expected real interest rates  the  exact  solu- 
tion to the  maximisation problem can be calculated.  In general the  consumption 
function for each individual  agent takes the  following linear form4: 
4  Detailed  derivations of these and other results have been reported in a separate appendix which is 
available from the first author upon request. A TRUE RICARDIAN  597 
Xt = [30 +  X  /3flt--j +  1 --  ~  E,h,--  b,_,  .  (8) 
j=l 
where  E,  denotes  the  mathematical  expectation  conditional  upon  information 
available at time t. The parameters /30 and/3j and expected human wealth (E,h) 
in  (8)  are defined as follows: 
a/z(1 -  Rp)  Eth, ~  y,+¢, 
/30-  Rp(R -  tx)  '  ,=o 
/3J---  Rp  =~j  ('L- Rp#,~+I),  j=l,2  .....  P. 
(9) 
Equation  (8)  states that the optimal flow of consumption goods depends linearly 
on expected human wealth (Eth), financial wealth ( -  (R/tx)bt_l) , as well as vari- 
ous lagged consumption flows, with coefficients given in  (9), 
A convenient property of the Blanchard model described here is that it allows 
for exact aggregation over all individual agents that are alive at time t. Each pe- 
riod a new cohort is born of constant size normalised to unity, and (1 -/z)  of the 
existing  population  dies.  Under  these  conditions  there  are  /x  a  agents  of age  a, 
and the  size of the population at any time is equal to ~=o  /  za =  1/(1-/z).  With 
the  aid of this  simple demographic structure the aggregate consumption function 
can be derived.  Under  the  usual  assumptions  that  agents  start life with  zero  fi- 
nancial wealth, and that disposable non-interest income is the same for all agents, 
the  aggregate per capita consumption function takes the following form: 
(  1-  1 -  I~  qO  RXt-1 ~- X  ~j~J~J[Xt-j-RXt-j-1], 
j=l 
where X, is per capita flow consumption. Equation  (10)  can be turned into a test- 
able form by postulating the expectations assumption, and specifying a stochastic 
process  for the  exogenous  non-interest income.  In the  empirical application  the 
rational  expectations  assumption  is  used  since  that  is  most  consistent  with  the 
dynamic intertemporal optimising framework of the model. Under rational expec- 
tations  agents  know  the  process  generating  the  variables that  are  exogenous  to 
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In  the  empirical  section  below  linear  forcing  equations  of the  following  au- 
toregressive form are postulated and estimated: 
N 
~(L)y, =  ~o +  e,,  ~(L) -- 1 -  ~  ~jL  j  (11) 
j=l 
where  ~(L)  is an N-th order polynomial in the backshifl operator L, and  e t is a 
white  noise  stochastic  error term.  Equations  (10)-(11)  together with the rational 
expectations assumption can be used to obtain an expression for consumption in 
terms of observables and  structural parameters only. 
Before turning  to the  empirical estimation of the  model,  one  further element 
needs to be added to complete the model. As we pointed out in section  1, one of 
the reasons for deviations from Ricardian equivalence is the imperfection of capi- 
tal markets. As an extreme case consider the scenario in which no agent has ac- 
cess to the capital market, so that bt=bt_ 1 =  0. The budget constraint (6) implies 
that the best any agent can do is to  spend his/her  current  disposable income on 
new  consumption  goods. 5 Hence,  in  such  a  case  aggregate per capita consump- 
tion would  be: 
Xc,, = Yt,  (12) 
where Xc, t  denotes aggregate per capita consumption spending in period t in the 
presence of liquidity  constraints  affecting all agents. 
If total  consumption  is  in  fact characterised  by a  (constant)  fraction  (7r) that 
originates  from liquidity  unconstrained  individuals  and a  fraction  (1 -  ~')  that is 
due to liquidity constrained (or 'rule-of-thumb') consumers, then actual per capita 
consumption in period t  (Xt)  is a  weighted average of the consumption spending 
by the respective groups: 
x, =- ZrXu, t +  (1  -  ~r)Xc, t.  (13) 
This  approach to  aggregating the  consumption  originating  from constrained  and 
unconstrained  consumers is  standard,  and was  also used by Campbell and Man- 
kiw  (1989,  1991)  and  Leiderman  and  Razin  (1988). 6  For  this  aggregation  ap- 
proach to be meaningful,  ~- must be relatively stable over time. Direct estimates 
5  This approach to model liquidity constrained consumers, though standard in applied work,  is not 
very satisfactory. Attempts to  model liquidity  constrained consumers in  a  more satisfactory manner 
are those by Mafiger (1987),  Zeldes  (1989),  and Deaton  (1991).  None  of these approaches lead to 
closed form consumption functions, however,  so that they cannot be  adopted  in  the present study. 
Notice also that in the presence of capital market restrictions the appropriate  definition of income to 
be used in  (12)  may be  broader  than that used in  (10),  a  point emphasized by Pesaran and Evans 
(1984, p. 240). 
6  See also the discussion by Hayashi (1987, p. 102). A TRUE RICARDIAN  599 
of ~- must be  based  on microeconomic panel  data,  which  are  unfortunately  un- 
available  in The Netherlands.  Fissel  and Jappelli  (1990)  present  evidence for the 
US suggesting that the fraction ~- may be mildly pro-cyclical, However, the frac- 
tion  itself is  remarkably  stable,  and  lies  in  the  range  of  11.1-12.0%  suggesting 
that the variability  of ~- may be unimportant  at  a  macroeconomic level. 
The empirical system to be estimated consists of equations (10)-(12), with (10) 
describing  unconstrained  per  capita  consumption,  denoted by Xu, t.  The  tacit  as- 
sumption in (13)  is that both types of consumers (constrained and unconstrained) 
face  the  same  income  process,  which  narrows  down  the  test  performed  in  this 
paper to the question of excess  sensitivity of consumption to income. The deeper 
question  of what has  caused  this  inability  to borrow cannot be  tested  since  this 
can  only be  resolved  by collecting  data  of credit  constrained  and  unconstrained 
individuals. 7 
As  was  pointed  out  above,  the  existing  literature  has  suggested  a  number  of 
necessary conditions for the Ricardian equivalence result to exist in an economy. 
The framework adopted above is well suited to test for some of these conditions. 
Specifically, there are two major ways in which deviations from Ricardian equiva- 
lence  may emerge  in this  model. The  first is  through the  length  of the planning 
horizon. Were  the  Ricardian  result  to appear,  it must be the  case that  economic 
agents behave  'as if' they are infinitely lived. As Blanchard points out, it may be 
more realistic to think not of agents but of dynastic families. The parameter  1 -  p. 
is then interpreted  as the probability that the family ends or that current members 
of the  family  leave  no  bequests  (1985,  p.  225).  Evans  (1989,  1991)  interprets 
1 -/z  as  a  measure  of disconnectedness  current  households  feel  toward  future 
generations:  if ~  =  1 future  households  are  seen  as  continuations  of themselves, 
and  if/~ <  1  current households  act as  if they  are  somewhat  disconnected  from 
future households. The infinity of lifetime or the 'connectedness' of dynastic fami- 
lies  implies  that any changes in the timing of taxation  will be internalised  by the 
agents  and consequently have no effect on private  sector consumption.  Since ex- 
pected  remaining  lifetime  is  equal  to  ~(1 -/x) 2,  /x =  1  implies  an  infinite  time 
horizon. 
The  second avenue by which deviations from neutrality  may occur is through 
capital  market  imperfections.  For  Ricardian  equivalence  to  hold  it  must  be  the 
case that no economic agent faces  liquidity  constraints.  In the  model this  is  the 
case if ~-= 1. 
7  The simplification may not be that serious a flaw if one imagines a simple two-period maximiza- 
tion problem for a consumer who may face binding credit constraints (see Muellbauer and Lattimore, 
1995, pp. 255-258). It can easily be demonstrated that the consumer has to deal with binding credit 
constraints if initial income and assets are low relative  to expected income and if the real interest rate 
is low. Low-income households which expect to remain low-income  households in the near future are 
therefore not that much frustrated by capital market restrictions. It will become binding if they expect 
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3  INCOME DATA ISSUES s 
Before  the  model  as  developed  in  the  previous  section  can  be  estimated  some 
data issues must be dealt with. As was pointed out by Pesaran and Evans (1984, 
p. 239)  the translation from theory to empirics is far.from straightforward in the 
present  case.  The  appropriate  definition  of  disposable  income  is  particularly 
troublesome in this respect, which is evidenced by the fact that no clear consen- 
sus has emerged in the literature. The theoretical model suggests using some mea- 
sure  of disposable non-property income,  which  prompts many authors  to deduct 
items  like  rent,  dividends,  and  interest  receipts  from  personal  income  (Bean, 
1986),  or  simply  to  use  disposable  wage  income  (Leiderman  and  Razin,  1988; 
Deaton,  1987,  p.  133).  This  is  also the general  approach followed in  this  study: 
the  Dutch  Central  Planning  Bureau's  series  on disposable  wage  and  transfer in- 
come was used. 9 
The second data issue  that must be addressed falls under the general heading 
of integration accounting.  As is by now well-known,  many macroeconomic time 
series appear to be non-stationary in the  sense that they possess unit roots  (Nel- 
son and Plosser,  1982).  Traditional  econometric estimation and inference are in- 
validated in  the  presence  of such  stochastic  trends,  and  must be  replaced  by a 
much more  complicated asymptotic theory  based  to  a  large  extent  on  the  work 
by Park and Phillips  (1988,  1989).  In a recent article Perron (1989)  has provided 
an alternative interpretation on the apparent abundance of unit roots in macroeco- 
nomic  time  series.  He  argues  that  most macroeconomic time  series  are  in  fact 
trend-stationary  with  exogenous  breaks  occurring  at  infrequent  moments.  Ex- 
amples of such occurrences in the US  are the crash of 1929  and the oil shock of 
1973. 
Although  the dust has not yet settled on the unit root debate, it is abundantly 
clear that  correct  statistical  inference  cannot  proceed  in  isolation  from the  sto- 
chastic process of the  data  appearing in  the  economic equation.  In Figure  1 the 
time path of real per capita disposable wage  and transfer income  (Yt)  is  plotted 
for the  sample  period,  1969:1  to  1990:4.  There  seems  to  be  clear evidence  of 
non-stationarity  in  the  data.  The  crucial  issue  is  whether  this  non-stationarity  is 
deterministic  or stochastic. 
In order to investigate this issue more formally, a number of stationarity tests 
have been performed on the  disposable  income  variable used  in  this  study. The 
results of these tests are mentioned in the appendix to this paper (see Table A1). 
8  The data used in this study as well as their sources are described in Heijdra (1993). 
9  Other authors suggest that it may be preferable to use total personal disposable income since in- 
novations  in this measure better  reflect unanticipated capital  gains  (Flavin,  1981;  Bernanke,  1985). 
Yet another approach consists of adding ad hoc capital gains terms for some major asset groups to a 
consumption function like (10) and testing whether they are important empirically. This is in the spirit 
of Pesaran and Evans (1984).  Data limitations have precluded the use of this approach as a  robust- 
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Figure  1 -  Real  per capita disposable wage and transfer income 
As the statistical analysis in the appendix will succintly show, the hypothesis that 
income exhibits a stochastic trend cannot be rejected for the full sample period, lo 
In  the  remainder of this  paper we  will  maintain  this  hypothesis for testing  the 
Ricardian equivalence hypothesis. If the income process has a unit root then the 
empirical  specification for (11)  can be determined by running  the  following re- 
gression: 
 j-1  Ay,_,+E,.  (14) 
i=1  =1 
Note  that  (14)  is  equivalent  to  (11)  with  the  unit  root  imposed,  i.e., 
~=~  ~i =  1.  Since  the  variables  all  appear  in  first differences  standard  inference 
procedures  can  be  used  to  infer  the  correct  maximum  lag  length  N.  The  results 
from this  specification  search are reported  in Table  1. The  maximum lag  selected 
in  this  manner is N  =  4. 
10  In the  more elaborate  paper one can  find  the results which test an alternative  process, viz.  the 
Breaking  Trend  model  which  circumvents the  potential  drawbacks  of the  Perron  method,  viz.  the 
ad hoc manner of determining the break points in the time series.  See Heijdra  (1993). 602  B.J.  HEIJDRA AND H.P. VAN DALEN 
TABLE 1 -  ESTIMATES OF THE FORCING EQUATION FOR REAL DISPOSABLE WAGE AND 
TRANSFER INCOME,  1971:1 TO  1990:IV 
Parameter  Estimate  Standard error  t-statistic 
~o  37.952  21.83  1.74 
~1  0.865  0.111  7.79 
~2  0.268  0.152  1.76 
~3  0.203  0.153  1.33 
~4  -0.336  0.116  2.89 
R2=0.977  DW=2.05  h=-l.31  cr(%)=1.24  F(4,72)=0.438  BG(8,60)=0.374 
Notes: DW is the Durbin-Watson statistic, h is Durbin's  h-statistic, or(%) is'the estimated 
standard error in percentage terms of the dependent variable, F(4,72)  is the F-test of the 
restrictions ~5 =  ~6 =  ~7 ~- ~8 =  0, and BG(8,60) is the LM test for first to eight-order auto- 
correlation, also distributed as an F. 
4  EMPIRICAL RESULTS 
In constructing the  testable consumption model we combine  (10)  and (14),  and 
obtain the following consumption function for liquidity unconstrained agents: 
~  ,~  ~)~o+(1  (~))o(~),1  ~)~  h 
+(, (, 
+  ~/3+~J[Xu,,_+-RX.,,_~_,]+n,+  1-  •  ~,, 
j=l 
(15) 
where  /3  0 and  /3j are  defined in  (9),  the  term  tit is  a  multiple of a  disposable 
income innovation, and expected human wealth, Et_lh t,  is equal to: 
Et_lht~ ,  ~ t )1(  ) J)  -1 
j=l~  ~  Rk~j  ~k  L  yt  R--  ~+  ~  ~o,  (16) 
where E~=, ~i =  1. 
In comparison with the expression for aggregate consumption found in equa- 
tion (10),  the following changes are incorporated in (15).  First, the lagged infor- A TRUE RICARDIAN  603 
mation set (El_,)  is used in the calculation of expected human wealth. This in- 
troduces  the  stochastic  error  term  from  the  forcing  equation  (e)  into  the 
consumption  equation  (7  b ~  (1 -/.~-2p-')  qb (/.dR) ~  0.JR)-' et).  Second, 
lagged values for Xu, t occur in (15). These must be substituted out by using (12) 
and (13): X,.t=  7t-'X,-  7r-'(1 -  7r)y t. 
In  the  empirical  implementation the  q}(L) polynomial given in  (5)  has  been 
parameterized in a restricted manner. Specifically, the coefficients d i and ml have 
been assumed to decay in a  linear fashion. 
i 
di=--l---  i=0,1,2 .....  D 
D+I  ' 
i 
i=0,1,2 .....  M. 
(17) 
M  This formulation ensures that ~i=om i =  1. Using (5) the @(L) polynomial is char- 
acterized by three parameters: M, D,  and  to. 
The  system to  be  estimated  consists  of equations  (12),  (13),  (14)  and  (15), 
taking account of the definition of the expected human wealth term (16), the defi- 
nition of ~(L), and all the cross-equation restrictions. The endogenous variables 
are flow consumption (X), and real disposable non-property income (Yt), and the 
structural parameters are the preference parameters (c~,/x, p, tO, M, D), the liquid- 
ity constraint parameter  (70,  the  cyclical parameters  (~js),  and  the  real  interest 
rate (R). Provided 7r v  ~ 1 the system is simultaneous. The contemporaneous cova- 
fiance matrix of the residuals  is  Etotto'  t where 00,--(Try/re)'. As is explained fur- 
ther below, the appropriate estimation method taking  account of the  cross-equa- 
tion  restrictions  imposed  by  the  rational  expectations  assumption  is  that  of 
nonlinear Full Information Maximum Likelihood (FIML) (Berndt et al.,  1974). 
The a priori expected signs and restrictions on the structural parameters are as 
follows: 
O<iz-----l,  O<Tr--l,  O<p<l, 
~>c  t Vt,  R>I,  /zp< 1 . 
0--< to__< 1 , 
(18) 
Preliminary experimentation with the  model  suggested that the utility parameter 
c~ is  poorly identified by the  data.  For that  reason  it was  fixed at  cr =  50,000. 
Furthermore, it was found that the parameter to tends to go to its upper limit of 
to =  1. This value was therefore also imposed a priori  in the estimation. Finally, 
although the  parameter R  is  identified in  the  structural  model, it is  unidentified 
under some of the special cases of interest. For that reason its value was fixed at 
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Table 2 reports the FIML estimation results for different values of P, the maxi- 
mum  lag of the  @(L)  polynomial, n  As  was  demonstrated  in  a  recent  paper by 
Phillips  (1991),  the  FIML estimates  of the  model  are  symmetrically distributed 
and  median  unbiased  asymptotically provided the  unit  roots  in  the  system  are 
imposed and not estimated. In such a  case standard chi-squared tests can be used 
to test hypotheses about these coefficients. 
The  first thing that  must  be  ascertained is  whether the  cross-equation restric- 
tions  of the  structural  model  are valid.  For this  reason,  the  first likelihood-ratio 
statistic (LR1) reported in Table 2  examines the validity of the cross-equation re- 
strictions imposed by the model. The  unrestricted model in this  case consists  of 
the following equations,  where  ~i and  ~oj-coefficients are freely estimated: 
Ayt=~o"b Z  ~j-1  Ayt_i+~,, 
i=1  =1 
P  P 
Xt= COo+ ~  w  iX,_i+ ~  ogp+jYt_j+  rl,. 
j=l  j=l 
(19) 
The restricted model is the structural model estimated above. As the results from 
Table 2  suggest, the restrictions imposed by the structural model are not rejected 
against  the  unrestricted  model  for  P  values  between  6  and  11.  For these  unre- 
jected models the marginal significance level (reported in square  brackets under- 
neath  the  test  statistics) ranges  from  2.7%  to  42.5%,  the  last three  being  far  in 
excess  of the  conventional  levels.  Hence,  relatively low  values  for  P  are  sug- 
gested by the  specification search reported in Heijdra (1993)  and  summarized in 
Table 2.  For obvious reasons,  attention  in  the  remainder is restricted to  the  un- 
rejected models. 
As the results in Table 2  show, all parameters attain values consistent with the 
a priori signs reported  in  (18).  The  parameter estimates  for  the  survival proba- 
vility /~ are highly significant and remarkably similar. They range between 0.870 
and 0.940,  implying an estimated remaining lifetime of between 90 and 261  quar- 
ters.  (Asymptotic t-ratios are given in parentheses  underneath  the parameter esti- 
mates). The  parameter estimates for p  are also very significant and  stable, rang- 
ing  between  0.986  and  0.990.12  The  subjective  discount  rate  implied by  these 
estimates is between  4.1%  and 5.7%  per annum.  The discounting parameter (/xp) 
11  The grid procedure used to identify the preferred models is explained in detail in Heijdra (1993). 
12  The estimated standard error of jb is very low, resulting in very high estimated asymptotic t-ra- 
tios. Using the more reliable likelihood-ratio test reveals that the t-ratios for /b are not very reliable. 
This is probably because the data only weakly identify p in the general structural model. In a separate 
experiment we re-estimated Table 2 for a fixed value of p = 0.99. None of the conclusions were sig- 
nificantly affected. The rejection of the null hypothesis of ~= 7r= 1 against the structural model was 
even more unambiguous due to the fact that b cannot pick up some of the effects accounted for by 
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TABLE 2 -  PUTTING THE RICARDIAN CONSUMER TO THE TEST, 1973:1 TO 1990:IV 
P =  15  P =  13  P =  11  P = 9  P  =  8  P = 7  P  = 6 
M=  1  M=  1  M =  1  M =2  M= 2  M=2  M=  1 
D=  13  D=  11  D = 9  D=  6  D=5  D=  4  D=  4 
~o  29.331  25.904  30.143  26.938  24.698  23.253  21.839 
(1.22)  (1.07)  (1.25)  (1.15)  (1.05)  (0.99)  (0.93) 
~l  0.906  0.917  0.896  0.872  0.881  0.902  0.945 
(9.37)  (8.97)  (8.93)  (8.38)  (8.37)  (8.71)  (9.41) 
~2  0.322  0.319  0.333  0.347  0.357  0.337  0.305 
(2.61)  (2.31)  (2.74)  (2.41)  (2.45)  (2.29)  (2.08) 
~3  0.083  0.120  0.077  0.188  0.179  0.183  0.133 
(0.67)  (0.85)  (0.64)  (1.30)  (1.24)  (1.25)  (0.92) 
0.929  0.910  0.940  0.903  0.900  0.892  0.870 
(21.8)  (21.2)  (14.0)  (22.4)  (21.2)  (19.9)  (17.8) 
~r  0.087  0.293  0.042  0.351  0.425  0.455  0.418 
(0.27)  (0.90)  (0.16)  (1.36)  (1.59)  (1.54)  (1.18) 
p  0.990  0.987  0.989  0.986  0.986  0.986  0.987 
(48.7)  (281)  (30.0)  (395)  (512)  (521)  (333) 
R z  0.962  0.962  0.962  0.963  0.962  0.962  0.962 
0.966  0.974  0.964  0.976  0.978  0.979  0.978 
o'(%)  1.20  1.20  1.20  1.19  1.20  1.20  1.20 
1.27  1.11  1.32  1.07  1.02  1.00  1.03 
DW  2.14  2.17  2.12  2.11  2.12  2.16  2.22 
2.05  2.04  2.03  1.85  1.88  1.92  2.13 
LR 1  55.140  49.210  36.478  32.150  20.070  14.784  12.258 
d.o.f  30  26  22  18  16  14  12 
[0.34]  [0.39]  [2.70]  [2.10]  [21.7]  [39.3]  [42.5] 
LR 2  9.446  7.650  10.712  7.858  6.062  5.482  3.476 
[0.21]  [0.57]  [0.11]  [0.51]  [1.38]  [1.92]  [6.23] 
LR 3  5.238  7.550  0.730  7.638  6.722  7.130  7.964 
[2.21]  [0.60]  [39.3]  [0.57]  [0.95]  [0.76]  [0.48] 
LR 4  21.442  18.540  19.978  14.678  10.840  10.332  9.412 
[0.00]  [0.01]  [0.00]  [0.07]  [0.44]  [0.57]  [0.90] 
Notes: number of lags P = D + M + 1; D represents the durability of consumption and M the duration 
of habits; numbers  in parentheses are t-statistics; numbers in square brackets refer  to the marginal 
significance level of the test statistic; DW is the Durbin-Watson statistic, o-(%) is the estimated stan- 
dard error in percentage terms of the dependent variable, LR 1 =  Likelihood ratio test statistic testing 
for cross-equation restrictions; LR  2 =  testing for absence of liquidity constraints; LR  3 =  testing for 
infinite planning horizons; LR  4 =  testing for the joint hypothesis  of infinite planning horizon  and 
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is in each case significantly less than unity, as is required for the  model to have 
a sensible solution. The estimates for the fraction of consumption originating from 
liquidity  unconstrained  consumers  (70  are of the  fight  sign  but  are  insignificant 
and highly unstable ranging from 0.042  to 0.455.  Finally,  another feature of the 
estimates  of Table  2  is  the  fact  that  habits  are  important,  but  that  short  habits 
suffice in the parameterization of the  ~(L) polynomial: M  ranges from M =  1 to 
M=2. 
At the  bottom of Table  2  three  additional  tests  statistics  are reported.  All  of 
these  are likelihood  ratio  tests  of different restrictions,  and  have the  asymptotic 
chi-square distribution with the marginal significance as indicated. As  was argued 
above,  the  first necessary  condition  for Ricardian  equivalence  is  the  absence  of 
liquidity constraints, tested by 7r =  1. This hypothesis is tested by LR z in Table 2, 
where  the  structural  model  without  (with)  7r =  1  imposed  now  acts  as  the  null 
(alternative)  hypothesis. The LR  2 is distributed  as  a  X2(1)  and  the  marginal sig- 
nificance levels are indicated  in  square  brackets. The results  in Table 2  indicate 
that rejection of this hypothesis is relatively uniform across values for P,  at least 
at the  5%  significance  level.  Only  for P  =  6  there  is  weak evidence  supporting 
the  absence of liquidity constrained  individuals. There the estimate of 7r =  0.418 
and the marginal significance of LR  2 is 6.23%.  On the whole, however, it seems 
warranted to conclude that the first necessary condition for Ricardian equivalence 
is rejected by the Dutch data. 
The  second necessary condition  for Ricardian equivalence  is  that the  agents' 
planning horizon is infinite,  tested by ~  =  1. This hypothesis is tested by LR 3 in 
Table 2. As the results in Table 2  indicate, the evidence regarding the validity of 
this hypothesis is relatively unambiguous. For five out of six cases the null-hypo- 
thesis  of ~  =  1  can  be rejected  at  the  1  percent  significance  level,  but  for one 
case  (P =  11)  the marginal significance level is  as high as  39.3%. 
The  joint  hypothesis  of  an  infinite  horizon  and  absence  of  liquidity  con- 
straints,  i.e.  /x =  ~-= 1,  is unambiguously rejected by the data,  as the LR 4  statis- 
tics in Table 2  indicate. The marginal significance is at its highest at P  =  6  but is 
well below  1%  there.  On  the  whole, Table 2  provides no  support for the  Ricar- 
dian  equivalence proposition;  horizons  are  finite  and  a  significant proportion  of 
consumption originates from liquidity  constrained individuals  that are  'off' their 
Euler-equation  (as conventionally defined). 
4.1  Evaluation  of the Results 
The picture that emerges from the empirical results obtained are quite clear. The 
hypothesis  of an  absence  of liquidity  constrained  agents  is  rejected.  The  same 
pattern  is  found  for the  second hypothesis,  that  of an infinite  planning  horizon. 
The joint  hypothesis  is  also  rejected.  Finally,  both  models  indicate  short  habit 
formation effects. In a  more elaborate paper we tested the  same hypotheses with 
a  different  form  of the  stochastic  income  process,  viz.  a  breaking  trend  model A TRUE RICARDIAN  607 
TABLE 3 -  TESTING THE RICARDIAN CONSUMER ASSUMING NO HABIT FORMATION, 
1973:I TO 1990:IV 
Varying the assumptions concerning durability of consumption, with Dnumber 
of lags: 
15  13  12  10  8  7  6 
LR l  54.67  47.36  110.63  95.32  86.03  77.54  66.95 
d.o.f.  30  26  24  20  16  14  12 
[0.39]  [0.64]  [0.00]  [0.00]  [0.00]  [0.00]  [0.00] 
LR 2  110.87  103.67  31.69  28.10  20.75  18.71  17.72 
[0.00]  [0.00]  [0.00]  [0.00]  [0.00]  [0.00]  [0.00] 
LR 3  73.27  69.58  0.09  0.02  0.860  1.052  0.974 
[0.00]  [0.00]  [76.4]  [88.8]  [35.4]  [30.5]  [32.4] 
LR 4  182.21  167.81  91.60  78.07  75.56  68.70  62.88 
[0.00]  [0.00]  [0.00]  [0.00]  [0.00]  [0.00]  [0.00] 
Notes:  see Table 2. 
(see  Heijdra,  1993).  The  tests  for Ricardian  equivalence  are  not  affected  by the 
hypothesized  form  of the  stochastic  income  process.  This  is  a  particularly  reas- 
suring  conclusion  in  view  of the  extreme  difficulties  that  exist  in  discriminating 
between  stochastic  and  deterministic  trend  processes. 
Proponents  of the Ricardian  approach to government debt might argue that the 
unambiguous  rejection  of Ricardian  equivalence  documented  in  this  study  is  at- 
tributable  to  the  fact that  the  pcrmanent  income  hypothesis  (PIH)  has  been  wa- 
tered  down  unduly  by  the  inclusion  of  habit  formation  effects.  For  example, 
Deaton  has  argued  that the  abandonment  of the  intertemporal  additivity  assump- 
tion  (implied  by habit  effects)  can  strip  the  PIH of much  of its  'sharpness  and 
predictive  power'  (1987,  p.  137).  For that  reason,  Table  3  presents  the  test  sta- 
tistics  for  the  model  without  habit  formation. ~3  The  LR~  statistics  indicate  the 
restrictions  of the  model  are unambiguously  rejected.  If we nevertheless  use this 
rejected  model for testing purposes,  Ricardian  equivalence  is  still rejected unam- 
biguously  (see the LR 4 statistic).  The primary cause for this  rejection is the pres- 
ence  of significant  liquidity  constraints. 
13  Recall that total flow consumption is modeled in this study. Hence, abandoning the durability 
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5 CONCLUSIONS 
We  started  this  paper  by posing  a  question  in  the  title  of the  paper,  viz.  Is  the 
Dutch  consumer  a  true  Ricardian?  In  order  to  answer  this  question  we  formu- 
lated  and estimated  a  simple  model of Dutch  final private consumption expendi- 
ture  incorporating dynamic optimisation  on the part  of individual  agents  as  well 
as rational  expectations.  Both durability  and  habit  formation  are  explicitly mod- 
eled  in  the  utility  function.  The  model  incorporates  the  degree  to  which  agents 
are liquidity constrained,  and the agents' planning horizon as testable  parameters. 
Since  infinite  planning  horizons  and  perfect  capital  markets  are  among the  nec- 
essary  conditions  for  Ricardian  equivalence,  the  model  allows  us  to  test  this 
equivalence  proposition.  For  the  model  of consumer  behavior presented  in  this 
paper  there  is  generally  strong  evidence  against  the  absence  of liquidity  con- 
straints,  and  infinite  planning  horizons.  As  a  result,  the  Ricardian  equivalence 
proposition is  found to be invalid for the Dutch economy. 14 With this  rather finn 
rejection one may start wondering where theory should go from here. The results 
presented  suggest that the Dutch consumer does not fit the glove of the neo-clas- 
sical representative  consumer. It seems more likely that the consumer is of a New 
Keynesian persuasion,  a belief that market imperfections  and  'disconnected' fam- 
ily ties  are important for understanding  macroeconomic fluctuations  in consump- 
tion.  The infinitely-lived  representative  consumer wheeling  and dealing in  a  per- 
fect  capital  market  obviously  does  not  give  us  an  adequate  description  of the 
Dutch consumer. 
Although  the  model  estimated  in  this  paper  goes  a  long  way  in  explaining 
certain  aspects  of the Dutch consumer it is  not perfect.  It can be improved upon 
in several ways, depending on the purpose for which the model is  to be used.  If 
the  aim  is  to  estimate  a  good macroeconomic consumption  model per  se,  then 
several  avenues  spring  to  mind.  Relaxation  of the  quadratic  utility  function  in 
favour of a  more  general  utility  function  including  leisure  as  in  Mankiw  et  al. 
(1985)  and  Eichenbaum  et al.  (1988)  would make  the  consumption model  more 
general  and perhaps  more interesting.  This  would no longer yield  a  closed form 
solution  for consumption,  and  the  model  would have  to be  estimated  by means 
of its  Euler  equations,  using  the  Generalized  Method  of Moments  (GMM)  esti- 
mator of Hansen  and Singleton  (1982).  This  would also obviate the  need for the 
restrictive  assumption  of a  constant real rate  of interest. 
However,  if the  interest  in  mainly  to  be  found  in  the  testing  of theories  it 
would make  sense to dig deeper and try to uncover microeconomic relationships 
14  Strictly speaking, since infinite horizons and perfect capital markets are not the only conditions 
necessary for Ricardian equivalence to hold, the model described here can only ever turn up empiri- 
cal evidence to reject the proposition; even if it is found that the two conditions hold simultaneously, 
then it may very well be the case that some other necessary condition (such as absence of intertem- 
poral taxation effects) is violated. Furthermore, we have not investigated the effects of the timing of 
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by using panel data or experimental data. Alessie et al.  (1995) show with micro- 
economic panel data that elderly households in The Netherlands attach great value 
to the precautionary motive for saving. The bequest motive seems to be of sec- 
ondary importance, although it is particularly important for the well-to-do elderly. 
According  to Alessie  et  al.  particularly  the  latter  finding  explains  the  savings 
among large portions of the elderly. 
In short, we are only scratching at the surface of what makes the Dutch con- 
sumer tick and the number of possibilities for extending and improving the model 
are numerous. Our hunch is, however, that two explanations dominate aggregate 
consumer expenditures, viz;  (i)  life of the average consumer is short (or alterna- 
tively, family ties  are not that  strong)  and  (ii)  sometimes the  optimal choice is 
stifled by the workings of the capital market. 
APPENDIX:  STATIONARITY  TESTS 
If we  look  at  Figure  1  in  the  text,  there  seems  to  be  clear  evidence of non- 
stationarity in the data. The crucial issue is whether this non-stationarity is deter- 
ministic or stochastic. In order to investigate this issue more formally, a number 
of stationarity tests have been performed on the disposable income variable used 
in this study. 
In column 1 of Table A1  the results from the standard Dickey-Fuller tests are 
reported, using the full sample of data. The Dickey-Fuller tests are implemented 
by running the following regression: 
k 
Yt = I  x°F + [  3DFt -I- otDVyt_ 1 d- Z  ciA yt-i q- et.  (A1) 
i=1 
Two tests  are  implemented in Table AI:  (/)2  tests  for a  unit  root without drift 
([3  Dr =  I  ~DF =  0  and  ol  DF =  1),  and  qb  3 tests  for a  unit root with  drift ([3  DF =  0 
and aDF =  1). In both cases the alternative hypothesis is (A1). Both statistics are 
computed as  'F-statistics'  but their distribution  is  non-standard,  and  the  critical 
values computed by Dickey and Fuller (1981,  p.  1063)  must be used.  The pro- 
cedure suggested by Perron (1989, p.  1382) has been adopted in the choice of k. 
As is clear from Table A1, the Dickey-Fuller tests for the full sample confirm the 
usual result:  the  (/)2  and @3 statistics indicate (for k =  3)  that the null-hypothesis 
of a  unit root (with or without drift) cannot be rejected at the conventional sig- 
nificance levels. 
In view of Perron's framework, however, the pattern of income can possibly 
be interpreted as reflecting a trend-stationary process subject to a single  structural 
break  in  1979:4.  This  issue  is  investigated  formally  in  the  second  column  of 
Table A1. If the time pattern of y, is to be interpreted with one structural break 
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TABLE A1  -  DICKEY-FULLER TESTS  AND PERRON TESTS, 
FULL SAMPLE:  1969:1-1990:4" 
Dickey-Fuller Tests  Perron Tests 
No  structural break 
No drift 
q9  z 
k =  1  5.898 
k =  2  4.358 
k-- 3 a  2.462 
k =  4  1.908 
Drift 
q~3 
k =  1  2:892 
k =  2  2.715 
k =  3"  2.022 
k=  4  i.711 
No  drift  b 
~2 
k =  1  a  8.568 
k =  2  5.296 
k =  3  2.880 
k =  4  1.475 
Drift 
(I)  3 
k=  1  a  9.253 
k =  2  6.433 
k =  3  3.771 
k =  4  2.034 
Single break in 1979:4 
Model A: Crash hypothesis 
&a  t(Ot A=  1)  h 
k =  0  0.940  -  1.961  0.49 
k =  1  0.915  -3.379  0.49 
k =  2  0.910  -3.368  0.48 
k =  3"  0.920  -2.979  0.48 
k =  4  0.925  -2.743  0.47 
k =  8  0.928  -2.470  0.44 
k =  12  0.932  -2.042  0.41 
Model C: Crash plus Growth Change 
&c  t(ot c=  1)  h 
k ~  0  0.884  -2.049  0.49 
k=  1"  0.933  -  1.388  0.49 
k =  2  0.942  -  1.150  0.48 
k= 3  0.928  -  1.395  0.48 
k =  4  0.928  -  1.326  0.47 
k =  8  0.950  -0.782  0.44 
k =  12  0.950  -0.575  0.41 
Model B: Growth Change Hypothesis  b 
&8  t(c~ 8=  1)  h 
k =  0  0.653  3.712  0.66 
k =  1  0.672  -2.294  0.66 
k =  2  0.526  -2.928  0.65 
k -  3  0.363  -3.623  0.65 
k =  4 a  0.242  -4.142  0.64 
k -  8  0.097  -4.022  0.61 
k-  12  -0.046  -4.002  0.58 
*  The number of observations is T =  87 -  k,  where k is the number of lagged first differences of y, 
h  is the sample proportion occurring before the structural break. Critical values of ~2 for T-  100 are 
4.88  (5%)  and  6.50  (1%),  respectively, and  for  q~3  6.49  (5%)  and  8.73  (1%),  respectively (Dickey 
and Fuller,  1981,  p.  1063). 
"  Value of k as chosen using Perron's criterion (1989, p.  1382l. 
u  Restricted sample 1969:1-1985:11. Number of observations is T-- 65 -  k,  where k is the number 
of lagged first differences of y, h  is the sample proportion occurring before the structural break. Criti- 
cal values of ~2  for  T= 50  are 5.13  (5%)  and 7.02  (1%),  respectively, and  for  q~3  6.73  (5%)  and 
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potheses:  Model A  (crash  model)  or Model  C  (crash  cum  changing  growth).  In 
Model A, the  shock to the trend function takes the form of a  one-time change in 
the  intercept,  and  in  Model  C  the  slope  of the  trend  function  is  also  affected. 
Furthermore,  the graphical evidence suggests that the  structural  shock due  to the 
second  oil  shock  may have  lasted  for several  quarters.  For  this  reason  the  fol- 
lowing unit root tests  were implemented  in the context of models A  and  C. The 
null-hypothesis  of a  unit root versus  the alternative  hypothesis of trend stationar- 
ity with  a  structural  break  can be  investigated  for the  two  models  by means  of 
the following two regression  equations: 
k 
Yt = ~A -'F OADUt -b [~at "k dAD(TB),  +  olayt_l -~- E  ciA yt-i -[- el, 
i=1 
Yt =  ~c  +  OCDUt +  [3ct +  3FDT t +  dCD(TB)t  +  aCyt_l 
k 
71- E  ¢imYt-i "}- et • 
i=1 
Where the following dummies  have been defined: 
DT t =  t  if  t >  T B ,  DT t =  0 otherwise, 
DT*  =  t -  T B  if  t >  T B ,  DT*  =  0 otherwise, 
DU t =  1  if  t> T 8 ,  DU t =  0 otherwise, 
D(TB),  =  1  if  t =  T 8 +  1,  D(TB)t  =  0 otherwise. 
The null-hypothesis  of a  unit root implies  for model A:  Od  A  =  1,  13  A  =  0,  0 A  =  0, 
d A --/: 0,  and for model C:  a c  =  1,  /3 c =  0,  3,  c =  0,  a c  ¢: O.  Under the  alternative 
hypotheses  of trend  stationarity  it  is  expected  that  ct  A,  ctC< 1;  /3  A,  /3c v~ 0;  0 A, 
0 c,  ~/c__/: 0;  and  d A  and  d c~  0  (see Perron,  1989 p.  1380). 
First consider the case where Model A  is used: the structural break is assumed 
to affect the intercept of the trend function only. For k =  3 the  't-statistic'  for the 
null-hypothesis  of a  unit root is  t(Ot A  =  1)  =  -2.979.  The relevant  critical  values 
corresponding  to  )t =0.5  are  -3.76  (5%)  and  -4.32  (1%),  respectively  (see 
Table IV.B in Perron,  1989, p.  1376).  Hence,  apparently the unit root hypothesis 
cannot be rejected in Model A. A  closer look at the results  (again for the case of 
k =  3)  reveals,  however,  that there  are reasons  to doubt this  conclusion. As was 
pointed  out above,  under the  null-hypothesis  of a  unit root in  Model A  one  ex- 
pects  0  A and ~3  A  to  be insignificantly different for zero, and d A  to be significantly 
different  from  zero.  In  fact  the  reverse  occurs  -  the  relevant  t-statistics  are 
t(0  A =  0)=  -3.39,  t([3 Am 0)---- -3.39,  and  t(d  A =  0)=  -0.73.  This  suggests  that 
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Now  consider  the  case  where  Model  C  is  used:  both  the  intercept  and  the 
slope  are allowed  to change  at the  break point  1979:4.  The results  are reported 
in  Table  A1.  For  k=  1,  the  hypothesis  of  a  unit  root  cannot  be  rejected- 
t(a c=  1) =  -1.38~.  Referring to Perron (1989, p.  1377, Table VI.B) the relevant 
critical values corresponding to h =  0.5  are seen to be equal to  -4.90  (1%)  and 
-4.24  (5%), respectively. Again this  conclusion must be doubted,  however. Un- 
der  the  null-hypothesis  of a  unit  root in  Model  C,  /3c  and  T c  should  be insig- 
nificantly different from zero, and d c  should be significantly different from zero. 
In fact this is only partially the case -  the relevant t-statistics are t(/3 c =  0) =  1.06, 
t(T  c =  0)=-0.45,  and t(d  c =  0) =  -0.86.  The insignificance of d c  suggests that 
Model  C  does not adequately describe the data either. 
The tests performed above have failed to resolve the issue of a unit root in y, 
under  the  assumption of a  single  structural  break.  Visual  inspection  of Figure  1 
in the  text reveals that there may have been two structural  breaks in the income 
process,  one  in  1979:4  and  the  other  in  1985:2.  Under  this  interpretation  Per- 
ron's Model B  seems the most adequate model to use:  only the slope of the trend 
function  is  altered  at  the  break point.  Unfortunately,  Perron's  formal  statistical 
framework can only accommodate a  single structural break, and is not easily ex- 
tended to the  case of multiple breaks. It is, however, possible to glean some in- 
formation about the validity of Model B  and the issue of unit roots by restricting 
the  sample  to  cover  1969:1  to  1985:2,  during  which  period  only  one  break is 
apparent. 
The  null-hypothesis  of a  unit  root  versus  the  alternative  hypothesis  of trend 
stationarity with a  structural break can be investigated for model B  by means of 
the  following regression equation: 
k 
Yt = ~B +/3Bt+ TBDT, + aByt_, +  ~  ciA yt_ i + et. 
i=I 
The null-hypothesis of a unit root implies a B =  1,/38 =  0, T e =  0, whereas under 
the altemative hypothesis of trend  stationarity it is expected that a 8 <  1;  /38 ¢  0; 
3,  ~ v~ 0  (see  Perron,  1989,  p.  1380).  The  results  from  the  various  tests  are  re- 
ported in Table A1. 
First  consider  the  Perron  tests  in  column  2.  For  k =  4,  &8 =  0.242  and 
t(a 8= 1)= -4.142.  Referring to Perron  (1989,  p.  1377,  Table V.B)  the relevant 
critical values corresponding to h =  0.6  are seen to be equal to  -4.57  (1%)  and 
-3.95  (5%), respectively. This implies the absence of a  unit root, at least at the 
95%  confidence level. The  strong  significance  of the  other coefficients confirms 
this  conclusion:  t(/3 B= 0)= 3.98,  t(T  8= 0)=-4.13.  The  deterministic  trend  is 
significant both before and  after the break point. 
A  further  notable  result  is  revealed  by the  traditional  Dickey-Fuller tests  re- 
ported in column  1 of Table A1. For k =  1 the  q~2 and  q~3 statistics indicate that 
the null-hypothesis of a  unit root with or without drift can be rejected at the  1% A TRUE RICARDIAN  613 
and 5%  significance levels, respectively. Hence, the unit root result obtained from 
the full  sample  is  not reproduced  for the restricted  sample.  This  finding  further 
strengthens  the evidence  against a unit root in the income process. 
No  unambiguous  conclusion  can  be  drawn  from  the  stationarity  tests  per- 
formed above.  For the full  sample the unit root hypothesis receives  support, but 
results from the shortened sample  suggest that the breaking trend model may be 
more  adequate.  In view  of this  ambiguity  an  eclectic  approach  is  adopted  in  a 
more elaborate paper, where we have estimated the model under both hypotheses 
(Heijdra,  1993).  It turns out that the unit root model gives  an adequate  descrip- 
tion of the income process and none of the conclusions derived in this paper are 
vulnerable to the assumptions underlying  the income process. 
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Summary 
IS THE DUTCH CONSUMER A TRUE RICARDIAN? 
In this paper the  intertemporal optimization approach is adopted in  order to  estimate an empirical 
version of Blanchard's (1985)  overlapping generations model. The observed sluggishness in consump- 
tion  is  incorporated into  the model by recognizing both durability  and habit formation as relevant 
determinants of total consumption. The model is estimated using quarterly data for The Netherlands 
from 1969:1  to  1990:IV. The empirical estimates suggest that the status of the Dutch consumer as a 
true Ricardian is unambiguously rejected. The results furthermore suggest that this rejection is due to 
the existence of both liquidity constraints and finite planning horizons. 